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Summarizing discussion 

Since the initial discovery of type VII secretion (T7S) systems, nearly two decades ago 
(1–3), their critical role in the virulence and viability of pathogenic mycobacteria such as 
Mycobacterium tuberculosis has become evident. Notably, the importance of 
mycobacterial T7S is demonstrated by the absence of a large portion of the T7S esx-1 gene 
cluster in the live vaccine strain Mycobacterium bovis BCG (4); this deletion has been 
shown to be one of the main factors in the attenuation of this strain (5, 6). Due to the 
importance of the ESX-1 system in virulence and pathogenicity, T7S has become a major 
research area. This has resulted in the identification of multiple genomic esx clusters, of 
which Mycobacteria can have up to five (ESX-1 to ESX-5). Interestingly, the basis of this 
diversification could come from various (conjugative) plasmids that carry esx gene 
clusters (7, 8). Additionally, a large number of T7S substrates and the structural 
components have been identified. More recent studies have shed light on the structure and 
architecture of the core ESX-secretion complex and the mechanisms involved in the 
secretion process. Of the five conserved membrane-embedded components, EccB, EccC, 
EccD and EccE have been shown to make up the core secretion complex (9, 10), whereas 
the function of the fifth conserved membrane component, the Mycosin protease (MycP), 
remained unknown. In this thesis, we describe our efforts to understand the role(s) of these 
unconventional proteases within T7S systems, their relation to the other membrane-
embedded ESX-components and their potential as drug targets in high-throughput 
screening (HTS). 

 

A dual role of mycosin proteases in mycobacterial T7S systems 

Mycosins are highly conserved in T7S, not only in the ESX systems of mycobacteria, but 
also in related systems throughout Actinobacteria, indicating that they play an important 
role in T7S. The importance of the mycobacterial mycosins was already suggested prior 
to the discovery of these secretion systems due to the multiplicity and constitutive 
expression of mycosins in M. tuberculosis (11). Initially, it was thought that these 
proteases were not limited to the cell envelope fraction, but were also released into the 
culture filtrate, possibly playing a role during the infection of macrophages (12). After the 
discovery of T7S, and the presence of the mycosin proteases in these systems, these 
proteases were hypothesized to be linked to the processing of secreted substrates or to a 
role in the regulation of T7S (2, 13). Following the initial characterization of the ESX-1 
secretion system and several of its substrates, it was found that MycP1 is required for ESX-
1 dependent secretion in M. tuberculosis (14). Usually, creating an active site mutant in a 
predicted enzyme leads to predictable results and seems like a dull control, but not for 
mycosins. Surprisingly, protease activity of MycP1 was not required for secretion; instead 
the proteolytic inactive mutant resulted in increased secretion of ESX-1 substrates as 
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compared to wild-type levels (14). Thus, it remained unknown why MycP1 was required 
for ESX-1 secretion.  

In chapter 2 we describe that MycP1 of Mycobacterium marinum shows a similar 
phenotype as MycP1 of M. tuberculosis, i.e. MycP1 is required for secretion but proteolytic 
activity itself is dispensable for this process. Moreover, exactly the same results were 
obtained for the role of MycP5 in ESX-5 secretion. As proteolytic activity of mycosins is 
not required for secretion, we hypothesized that mycosins may function as a chaperone in 
T7S. However, when we blocked the substrate binding pocket of MycP1 and MycP5 with 
a bulky tyrosine residue, this did not impact its functionality. This seems to exclude that 
substrate binding to MycP is required for protein secretion and therefore the protease 
probably does not function as a chaperone. Instead, we found that both MycP1 and MycP5 
are required for the stabilization of their respective ESX-complex, explaining their 
essential role in ESX secretion. The role in complex stabilization was unexpected as MycP 
is not an integral component of the ESX-5 complex (9). Thus, based on our work in chapter 
2 and the previous study on MycP1 of M. tuberculosis, MycP1 is now known to have two 
roles in mycobacterial T7S, one being the regulation of ESX-1 secretion by the processing 
of EspB and a second role in the stabilization of its ESX-complex. It is unknown whether 
the first role, the processing of EspB, is a conserved feature, i.e. whether the other 
mycosins are also involved in the regulation of secretion by processing one or more of its 
substrates. However, the stabilization of its respective ESX-complex appears to be a 
conserved function for at least two mycosins, MycP1 and MycP5, and because MycP3 is 
also essential for ESX-3 functioning, we hypothesize that this stabilization is universal for 
mycosins. To obtain a better understanding of MycP it is important to separate these two 
functions, i.e. the proteolytic activity of mycosins and the role in the stabilization of the 
ESX-complex. First, the role of proteolytic activity of mycosin will be discussed.  

Similarly as previously found for M. tuberculosis, the active site mutant of MycP1 of 
M. marinum resulted in an increased secretion of the ESX-1 substrates EsxA, EsxB and 
EspE (chapter 2). In line with this observation, we found that contact-dependent 
hemolysis of red blood cells was increased by this strain. However, in conflict with the 
increased secretion and increased hemolysis, the study of Ohol et al. showed that the 
proteolytic inactive MycP1 mutant resulted in attenuated virulence of M. tuberculosis 
during a chronic infection in mice (14). This disparity between increased secretion of 
virulence factors and reduced virulence was explained by the altered processing of EspB. 
Additionally, the high immunogenicity of several of the ESX-1 substrates that show 
increased secretion in the active site mutant of MycP1, such as EsxA and EsxB, might 
result in an increased detection of M. tuberculosis by the immune system during later 
infection stages, resulting in its faster eradication. Alternatively, the timing of the different 
events in the infection process could be disturbed by the premature phagosome escape of 
the bacteria, triggered by the increased secretion.  
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The increased secretion in the absence of proteolytically active MycP1 has been linked 
to the only known mycosin substrate, EspB. MycP1 of M. tuberculosis processes EspB at 
two sites near its C-terminus, with a third cleavage site being processed independent of 
MycP1 (14). We showed that this phenotype is also found in M. marinum, as the active site 
mutant of MycP1 resulted in an upward shift of the molecular weight of EspB in the 
supernatant fraction. EspB is an ESX-1 substrate that forms a PE/PPE-like fold by itself 
and is therefore expected to be secreted as a monomer. Interestingly, EspB multimerizes 
upon secretion and forms heptameric tubular-shaped particles after overexpression in 
Escherichia coli (15, 16). Based on this, it has been hypothesized that EspB is partially 
embedded in the outer membrane and involved in the translocation of ESX-1 substrates 
across this membrane. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that EspB is 
required for the secretion of several ESX-1 substrates, such as EsxA and EsxB (17). It was 
shown that the MycP1-dependent cleavage of the C-terminal fragment of EspB was not 
required for the formation of these ring-shaped oligomers. Instead, a comparison of the 
EspB ring structural models with and without the C-terminal region showed that the C-
terminus is present as an appendage protruding from the top of the ring. Based on this, the 
processing of this appendage by MycP1 could affect the translocation of ESX-1 substrates 
through a potential outer membrane EspB channel. Although it remains to be confirmed 
whether EspB forms an outer membrane channel for (several of the) ESX-1 substrates, the 
available data provides a potential mechanism for the regulatory function of MycP1 on 
ESX-1 secretion, where e.g. decreased secretion during later stages of the infection cycle 
is achieved by the processing of EspB by MycP1. 

As previously stated, it is unknown whether this regulatory function is a conserved 
feature for all mycosins. Although we were unable to observe increased ESX-5 secretion 
in the MycP5 active site mutant, we cannot exclude the possibility that this regulatory 
feature might be restricted to ESX-5 substrates that were not included in our analysis. 
Another complicating factor is that there are no EspB homologues that could be linked to 
other ESX systems. Recently, several cell envelope associated PE/PPE proteins have been 
shown to be involved in the uptake of several nutrients, possibly forming outer membrane 
channels (18). In line with this, it is possible that such PE/PPE proteins might be involved 
in the translocation of ESX-5 substrates across the outer membrane, with a potential 
regulatory role for MycP5, in analogy to EspB and MycP1 in the ESX-1 system. 
Alternatively, it is conceivable that this regulatory function is indeed unique for MycP1 as 
each ESX system appears to have its own unique regulation mechanisms (19–21). Thus, 
the proteolytic activity of the other mycosins could also have a completely different 
function, e.g. in the modification and/or activation of secreted substrates. 
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Mycosins are associated with and stabilize their respective ESX-complex 

The initial study of MycP1 of M. tuberculosis already hypothesized that the second 
function of MycP1 might be related to an association with and involvement in the 
formation of the ESX-1 complex (14). Although subsequent studies on the composition of 
the ESX-complex showed that mycosins are usually not an integral component of these 
complexes (9, 10, 22), we were able to show that mycosins loosely interact with their 
respective complex (chapter 2). This interaction results in complex stabilization, a 
process that is independent of the proteolytic activity of MycP. By crosslinking with either 
dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) (DSP) or formaldehyde prior to detergent extraction, 
we were able to stabilize the loose interaction of MycP1 and MycP5 with their respective 
ESX-complex. Thus, the loose interaction between MycP and its ESX-complex is 
interrupted by the addition of mild detergents, such as n-Dodecyl β-D-maltoside (DDM), 
which are used to solubilize membrane proteins prior to subsequent purification and 
characterization steps (9). Although there are comparable examples known in literature, 
e.g. the outer membrane protein PilW stabilizes multimeric PilQ (23), it is difficult to 
explain how a loose interaction with MycP would have such an impact on the stability of 
the ESX complex. One possible explanation could be that the interaction of MycP with 
the ESX complex is not as loose as suggested by the currently available data, but that it is 
dependent on its transmembrane region and that this interaction is disrupted by detergents. 
To further investigate the involvement of the various MycP domains in the interaction 
with the ESX complex we created several hybrid constructs (chapter 4), which we will 
discuss later in this chapter. 

To obtain a better understanding of how mycosins affect the stability and functioning 
of their respective ESX complex, we tried to identify the interaction partners of MycP5. 
Following the visualization of the ESX-5 complex of Mycobacterium xenopi by negative 
stain electron microscopy (22), we initially set out to use a similar approach to obtain and 
visualize ESX-5 complexes with MycP5. In order to do this, we tried to stabilize potential 
interactions with crosslinking agents. However, we found that the relatively short 
crosslinking agent formaldehyde (2 Å) resulted in an inefficient crosslinking of MycP5 to 
the other ESX-5 complex components (van Winden et al., unpublished results). In 
contrast, DSP resulted in an efficient crosslinking of MycP5 to the ESX-5 complex, but 
this crosslinker interfered with the affinity purification of the complex. As there remains 
a lack of biochemical tools for mycobacteria, such as efficient site-specific crosslinking, 
we looked for an alternative approach. The oral bacterium Bifidobacterium dentium 
contains an atypical T7S gene cluster, as it contains two mycP genes, one of which is fused 
to eccB. More specifically, this mycP copy is fused to the region encoding the C-terminal 
periplasmic domain of EccB (24). In chapter 3, we mimicked this gene cluster, which 
allowed us to obtain stable and functional fusion proteins of EccB-MycP, both of M. 

marinum and M. xenopi and for both the ESX-1 and ESX-5 system. These fusions were a 
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stable component of their respective ESX-complex and we were able to co-purify the 
EccB5-MycP5 fusion protein with the other ESX-5 complex components of M. xenopi. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to visualize purified complexes containing MycP5 with 
negative-stain electron microscopy. This is possibly a result of the increased heterogeneity 
of the ESX-5 complex with the EccB5-MycP5 fusion protein, as we observed multiple 
truncations of the fusion protein, which were also co-purified with the EccC5 pulldown. 
Nonetheless, our data confirms that MycP carries out its essential stabilizing function in 
close proximity of EccB with a potential interaction of the C-terminal periplasmic domain 
of EccB with the protease domain of MycP. This model is supported by the recently 
published high-resolution structures of the ESX-3 complex, which showed that the C-
terminal domain of EccB forms an extended ‘fork’ in the periplasm (25, 26). These 
extended forks would allow an interaction of EccB with MycP, where MycP would be 
located on the periphery of the ESX complex (Figure 1A and 1B). Based on the model of 
the ESX-3 system, it was also suggested that the periplasmic fork of EccB might play an 
essential functional role in secretion, as it is located near the periplasmic exit of the central 
pore of the complex. This could explain why we observed a loss of ESX-5 secretion when 
we tested the EccB5-MycP5 fusion, in which the extended loop 5 of MycP5 was removed 
in the eccB5 deletion mutant of M. marinum. The ESX-5 complex in these bacteria would 
then only contain EccB5 proteins covalently attached to uncleaved MycP5 (as MycP5 is 
processed in this loop), resulting in increased rigidity of the C-terminus of EccB and 
thereby interfering with the potential role of the flexible periplasmic EccB forks in the 
secretion machinery. Importantly, the substrate binding pocket of MycP is probably not 
blocked by its fusion to EccB. Based on a structural model of MycP5, the N-terminus of 
MycP (which was fused to EccB5), is located on the distal side compared to the substrate 
binding pocket.  

As already stated, multiple truncations of the fusion protein were co-purified with the 
EccC5 pulldown. Of these observed truncations, one of the more dominant processed 
forms (with an apparent molecular weight of ~58 kDa) is expected to consist of full-length 
EccB5 and a small N-terminal fragment of MycP5. Based on the presence of these 
truncations we hypothesize that a lower number of MycP5 copies are present in the ESX-
5 complex compared to EccB5. As a result, only part of the fusion protein population 
would require full length MycP5 to establish a functional ESX-5 complex. Subsequently, 
it may be possible that the remaining population of fused mycosins could interfere with 
the proper architecture or functioning of the complex, resulting in their processing. Based 
on the available structures of the ESX-3 and ESX-5 complex, we hypothesize that 3 MycP 
copies are present in the complex, i.e. one MycP copy per stable unit of two protomers 
(dimers), of the ESX complex (22, 25, 26). By subsequently placing MycP in between two 
dimers (Figure 1B, dark blue), dissociation of MycP from the complex upon detergent 
extraction would result in the observed separation of the hexameric complex into dimers.  
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Figure 1. (A) Model of the mycobacterial T7S (ESX) system. The system consists of five conserved 

membrane components, of which EccBCDE form the secretion complex, the four components are 

present in a 1:1:2:1 ratio (B:C:D:E). Although the mycosin protease (MycP) is not an integral 

component of the secretion complex, it associates with the complex by an interaction with EccB, 

and is essential for successful secretion. The Esx and PE/PPE substrates are secreted as heterodimers 

and are targeted to the secretion complex by a conserved secretion signal (depicted in red), whereas 

the cytosolic chaperone EspG is required for directing the PE/PPE pairs to their specific T7S. The 

role of the second conserved cytosolic component EccA is uncertain. (B) Top view of a hexameric 

model of the ESX membrane complex, consisting of a trimer of dimers (six EccBCDE protomers). 

The predicted localization of MycP on the periphery of the complex, near the periplasmic extended 

fork of EccB, is shown in dark blue in the bottom model. Notably, there is one MycP copy per 

EccBCDE dimer. Adapted from Bunduc et al. (38).  
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The high conservation of MycP in Actinobacteria suggests that the proposed 
association with and subsequent stabilization of its respective T7S complex is a conserved 
feature of mycosins, also outside the Mycobacterium genus. Based on the B. dentium 
locus, we also hypothesize that the interaction of MycP with its respective T7S complex 
might be more stable in other Mycobacteria and in other Actinobacteria. This hypothesis 
is supported by data from our group on the ESX-5 complex of M. tuberculosis. We 
expressed the ESX-5 system of M. tuberculosis in Mycobacterium smegmatis and 
performed pulldowns on EccC5, which resulted not only in a more stable purified complex, 
but also in immunoblot detectable levels of co-purified MycP5 (Bunduc et al., unpublished 
results). Based on these preliminary data, MycP might indeed be a more stable component 
of the ESX complex in other species, compared to the ESX systems of M. marinum. 

 
Multiple domains of MycP are involved in the interaction with its respective ESX-

complex 

Since the protease activity of MycP is not required for the stabilization of the ESX-
complex, we assume that the substrate-binding pocket and active site residues are not 
required for this function. This also means that other MycP domains are required for the 
association with the ESX-complex. Mycosins contain several features that separate them 
from typical subtilisin-like proteases; the protease domain contains three extended loops 
and the N-terminal extension is not processed upon protein maturation, nor does it form a 
globular domain that blocks the substrate binding pocket (27–29). In chapter 4 we have 
shown that all of these distinctive features, i.e. the N-terminal extension and the extended 
loops, were not required for system-specific functioning, but instead are expected to be 
involved in structural stability and/or substrate binding, which is in accordance with data 
from structural studies (27, 30).  

Surprisingly, we found that both the protease domain and the transmembrane domain 
were ESX system-specific for the stabilization of the ESX-complex by MycP. Based on 
our data from chapter 3 and the high-resolution structures of the ESX-3 complex (25, 26), 
this would indeed suggest that the protease domain of MycP interacts with the C-terminal 
periplasmic fork of EccB. As the interaction of MycP with the complex is easily disrupted 
by detergents, we expect that the MycP transmembrane domain is located on the periphery 
of the complex. The transmembrane domain of MycP cannot associate with the 
transmembrane domain of EccB, as, based on the ESX-3 structure, the EccB 
transmembrane domain is located within the center of the complex, where it interacts with 
both EccD3 and EccC3 (Figure 1). A possible interaction partner for the C-terminal 
transmembrane domain of MycP could be the N-terminal transmembrane domain of EccE, 
which is located on the periphery of the complex (22, 25, 26). Interestingly, with the 
exception of the esx-4 cluster, eccE is found directly downstream of mycP. However, as 
eccE is not present in the esx-4 cluster of mycobacteria, it is also possible that the 
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transmembrane domain of MycP binds to the transmembrane domains of EccD. Related 
to this, it would be highly interesting to have more functional and structural data for MycP4 
and the ESX-4 system. 

We set out to pinpoint the residues of MycP5 that might be involved in the interaction 
with the ESX-5 complex by utilizing error prone PCR (31). First, we created a hybrid 
construct composed of MycP5 with the protease domain of MycP1, which could not 
complement an mycP5 deletion mutant (29). Subsequently, we introduced random 
mutations in the region encoding the protease domain (van Winden et al., unpublished 
results). In addition to this, we introduced random mutations in a full length mycP1 copy. 
With a mutation frequency of 7 per 1000 nucleotides we were unable to obtain any 
constructs that were capable of complementing ESX-5 secretion in a mycP5 knockout 
strain, indicating that multiple residues of MycP are involved in the interaction with its 
ESX-complex. Due to the higher sequence identity of MycP5 to MycPP1 of the plasmid 
encoded ESX-P1 system, we similarly also tried to perform error prone PCR on a hybrid 
construct where we mutated the protease domain of MycPP1. However, we found that the 
non-mutated hybrid construct was already capable of functionally complementing a mycP5 
knockout (chapter 4). As the pRAW plasmid, containing the esx-P1 cluster is not present 
in M. marinum M (7), we also tried to introduce a full-length copy of mycPP1, but this did 
not restore ESX-5 secretion. This reaffirms the importance and system-specificity of the 
transmembrane domain of MycP. While we failed to identify specific residues of mycosin 
that are involved in the essential role of this protein, we did confirm that both the 
transmembrane domain and protease domain are involved. In addition, we were able to 
narrow down the residues that are involved in this by utilizing error prone PCR and by 
comparing the sequence of MycP5 to MycPP1. Combined, our results provide a basis for 
future studies to identify the residues involved in the interaction of mycosins with their 
respective ESX-complex. Importantly, our results again emphasized that the two functions 
of mycosins, i.e. protease activity and complex stabilization, are independent of each other 
and are mediated by separate regions of the protein. 

 
Are mycosins suitable targets for anti-TB compounds? 

Due to both the inability of the current tuberculosis (TB) vaccine (BCG) to provide life-
long protection and the increased prevalence of multi-drug resistant strains (32), the 
identification of novel drug targets has become one of the focus points of TB-related 
research. As mycosins are predicted to be periplasmic, contain a conserved active site and 
are present and essential in all ESX systems, they have been proposed to be attractive 
targets. This was suggested before it was shown that the proteolytic activity of mycosins 
is not required for secretion. Although this diminishes the attractiveness for MycP as a 
drug target, the mycP1 active site mutant shows decreased virulence indicating that there 
is still a potential for compounds targeting the proteolytic activity of one or more mycosins 
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(14). It is unknown whether any of the other mycosins possess proteolytic activity and if 
this is the case, whether this activity is relevant for viability or virulence. However, the 
active site residues are conserved in all mycosins, indicating that proteolytic activity is a 
conserved feature. Furthermore, proteases, including subtilisins, are known to be good 
targets for drug development. In chapter 5, we investigated the suitability of mycosins as 
targets, both by investigating the proteolytic activity of purified MycP5 and by the 
development of a high-throughput screen to identify compounds that could inhibit 
protease activity of MycP1. 

As already discussed, there is only one known mycosin substrate, the ESX-1 substrate 
EspB, which is processed at two sites by MycP1. However, as EspB is processed at three 
sites, of which one is independent of MycP1, it was initially proposed that one of the other 
mycosins could be responsible for this, i.e. that mycosins are proteolytically redundant 
(14). A previous study of MycP3 and our work on MycP5 have shown that both of these 
proteases are not capable of processing EspB (25, chapter 5). This was confirmed by our 
unpublished data on a double knockout mutant of mycP1 and mycP5, where we could not 
observe differences in the processing pattern of ESX-1 or ESX-5 substrates as compared 
to the single knockout strain, when complemented with a proteolytic inactive MycP1 or 
MycP5, respectively (van Winden et al., unpublished results). Finally, the absence of 
redundancy is supported by the available crystal structures of MycP1 and MycP3, which 
show unique and deep substrate binding pockets, supporting the hypothesis that each 
mycosin has its own substrate(s) and that mycosins show high substrate specificity (27). 
Initially we expected that MycP5 might be involved in the processing of (several) ESX-5 
substrates belonging to the PE_PGRS proteins, such as LipY, as these substrates are 
usually processed in Mycobacteria. However, based on the results shown in chapter 2 

and 5, MycP5 is either not involved in the processing of these ESX-5 substrates or there 
is redundancy with another protease; the latter we expect to be unlikely. A recent study 
from our department showed that the PE_PGRS proteins of M. marinum are in fact 
processed by a surface localized aspartic protease, termed PE cleavage protein A (PecA) 
(33). PecA was shown to be involved in the processing of (nearly all) PE-PGRS proteins, 
among which LipY. Interestingly, PecA itself is also secreted by the ESX-5 system. The 
PecA homologue of M. tuberculosis (also known as PE_PGRS35) performs a similar 
function, showing that the observed function of PecA is not limited to M. marinum (33). 

Although we were unable to identify substrates of MycP5, it would be surprising if 
there was no natural substrate of MycP5. This is supported by the preliminary data of the 
peptide screen of our purified MycP5, which suggests that MycP5 is proteolytically active 
(chapter 5). Instead, based on the available structural information of MycP1 and MycP3 

(27), revealing a distinctive and deep substrate binding pocket, we predict that the 
proteolytic activity of each mycosin is limited to one or several substrates and that their 
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activity is not redundant. Hopefully, future functional and structural studies on MycP5 can 
shed more light on these potential substrates.  

An unexpected and frustrating observation from chapter 5 was the difficulty we had 
with the production and purification of stable and soluble MycP5. Our department has 
substantial experience with the purification of mycobacterial proteins and although we 
have indeed learned that each protein has its own optimal expression system and 
conditions, none of these appeared to work for the production and purification of soluble 
MycP5. We were very surprised to see that the PelB leader signal sequence stabilized and 
solubilized MycP5, while not resulting in the translocation of MycP5 to the periplasm. 
Based on the peptide screen, our purified PelB-MycP5 appears to be proteolytically active 
and thus properly folded. Accordingly, we hypothesize that MycP5 already folds in the 
cytosol, preventing translocation. In addition, we expect that the PelB leader sequence is 
responsible for the recruitment of a Sec chaperone, which could help in stabilizing and 
solubilizing MycP5. We hope that our work both illustrates the remaining challenges for 
the biochemical work on mycobacterial proteins and provides guidance for future studies. 

If we combine our data that mycosins do not have the same substrates, with the 
structural data on the binding pockets of mycosins, we can conclude that it is unlikely that 
a single compound will be able to bind efficiently to the active site of multiple mycosins 
to block their activity. This awareness is another downer for the potential of mycosin-
targeting compounds, as one of its main attractive points was to target multiple crucial 
components with a single molecule. Nevertheless, as the active site mutant of MycP1 
shows attenuated virulence (14), at least one of the mycosins remains a potential drug 
target. Several efforts to identify or develop MycP1 inhibitors have been published (14, 
34–36). Using a FRET-peptide, based on the MycP1 cleavage site of EspB (14, 27), we 
have set up the first in vitro HTS screen to identify MycP1 inhibitors. With a Z-factor of 
0.82 and a fluorescent increase of roughly 30%, our screen showed a sufficient detection 
window and robustness. Although the 1,600 screened compounds did not result in a single 
component that could successfully inhibit the proteolytic activity of MycP1 on full-length 
EspB, the experimental setup is promising and can be used for future compound screens. 
In conclusion, we still believe that mycosins, with an emphasis on MycP1, provide 
potential drug targets, especially considering the ability to screen for MycP1 inhibitors in 
a HTS. However, it must also be stated that the recently discovered surface protease PecA 
could provide a strong alternative as a potential drug target. 

 
Concluding remarks 

Although the current global Covid-19 pandemic has reiterated the importance of the 
research into infectious diseases, continued efforts are also required to combat other 
infectious diseases. Notably, M. tuberculosis was responsible for an estimated 1.4 million 
deaths in 2019. Combined with the emergence of multi-drug resistant (MDR) and 
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extensive-drug resistant (XDR) strains, tuberculosis will continue to impose crucial future 
challenges on our health care systems and our ingenuity to combat this disease (32). The 
last decades have shown considerable progress in the understanding of tuberculosis and 
its causative agent M. tuberculosis, by identifying important virulence factors and unique 
physiological characteristics, such as the mycobacterial outer membrane (37). While 
structural, functional and clinical studies have identified key components and substrates 
of the mycobacterial T7S systems, there remains much work to be done in order to obtain 
a clear understanding of these systems. The function of individual components and 
substrates remains largely unknown. Mycosin, a critical component of these systems and 
conserved in all known T7S gene clusters of Actinobacteria (24), has been mostly absent 
in T7S research in the last decade. The work in this thesis provides a major contribution 
to the understanding of this mysterious protease and hopefully emphasizes its importance 
for mycobacterial T7S secretion. Finally, in line with the emergence of MDR and XDR 
M. tuberculosis, we are hopeful that our study assists in the contribution to the ongoing 
efforts to identify novel anti-TB compounds. 
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